
I: The First Act of the Mind:
Understanding

Section l. Understanding: the thing that distinguishes
man from both beast and computer (p)

(This section is more philosophical than logical, but it is important because irfleshes out the positive alternative to nominarism and provides the essentialphilosophical foundation for Aristotelian logic.)
As we have already reported, u n.* ,p.Ji., of human has appeared: one thatdoes not know the difference between u i,r.un mind and a computer, between"natural intelrigence" and "artificial intelligarce.,, Some of these peopre eventeach philosophy!
For centuries there have also been some people - many of them phiroso-phers - who say they do not know what the difference i, u.t*..n nrrr',,an beingand an ape' After all, apes seem to reason quite we, sometimes. If you put anape in a pit with a dozen wooden crates, he might figure out how to get out bypiling up the crates against a wall in the form of a stairway, whereas somehumans would not figure that out.
But there is one simple, observabre behavior that crearly distinguisheshumans from both computers and animals; asking questions. computers neverquestion their programming (unless they have been programmed to do so); com-puters never disobey. They have no will, therefore no will to know. And animals,though curious, cannot ask formuratea que.tiors; their language is too primitive.There is a story that Aristotre, after one of his lectLries,'* iirlppoirt.othat his students had no questions afteruards, so he said, ..My recture was aboutlevels ofintelligence in the universe, and I airtrngrirh"a tn.". ,u.t, t.rels; gods,men' and brutes' Men are distinguished from both gods and u*", u/ [r.r,i"n-ing, for the gods know too -u.h to ask questions and the brutes know too rittre.So ifyou have no questions, shall I congratutaie you fbr having risen to the levelof th_e gods, or insurt you for having ,rit ,o irr. r.u.r of the brutes?,,Logic specializes in questioning. The three most basic questions humans
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36 I. THE FIRST ACT OF THE MIND: UNDERSTANDING

ask are: What, Whether, and Why, i.e. What is it? Is it? and Why is it? These are

dealt with in the three parts of logic.
The part that most clearly distinguishes humans from computers is the first:

understanding a "what." an "essence," the nature of a thing. Computers under-

stand nothing; they merely store, process, relate, and regurgitate data. You don't

really think there is a little spirit somewhere inside your hand-held calculator, do

you'? But the world's most complex computer has nothing qualitatively more in
it than that, only quantitatively more. An arnoeba is closer to understanding than

a computer, for it has some rudimentary sensation of feeling (e.g. it detects

food).
A baby often goes around pointing to everything hel sees, asking "What's

that?" The baby is a philosopher. "What's that" is philosophy's first question.

(Look at any Socratic dialogue to see that.)

The act of understanding, or "simple apprehension" as it is technically

called, produces in our minds a concept. (Sometimes we use the word "idea" as

synonymous with "concept," but at other times we use the word "idea" more

broadly, to include judgments and arguments as well as concepts.)

We do not merely understand concepts, we understand reality by means of
concepts. Our concept ofa house is our means ofunderstanding the real house'

The real house is physical, but our concept is not. The house is independent of
our min{ but the concept of it is not: it is in our mind. If all we understood was

our own concepts, we would not understand objective reality.

Concepts are amazingthings. They can do what no material thing in the uni-

verse can do. They can transcend space and time. No body can be in two places

The use ofthe traditional inclusive generic pronoun "he" is a decision oflanguage, not

of genderjustice. There are only six alternatives. (1) We could use the grammatically mis-

leading and numerically incorrect "they." But u'hen we say "one baby was healthier than

the others because they didn't drink that milk," we do not knorv whether the antecedent

of "they" is "one" or "others," so we don't know whether to give or take away the milk.

Such language codes could be dangerous to baby's health. (2) Another alternative is the

politically intrusive "in-your-face" generic "she," rvhich I would probably use if I were

an angry, politically intrusive, in-your-face woman, but I am not any ofthose things. (3)

Changing "he" to "he or she" refutes itselfin such comically clumsy and ugly revisions

as the following: "What does it profit a man or woman if he or she gains the whole world
but loses his or her own soul? Or what shall a man or woman give in exchange for his or

her soul?" The answer is: he or she u'ill give up his or her linguistic sanity. (4) We could

also be both intrusive and clumsy by saying "she or he." (5) Or we could use the neuter

"it." which is both dehumanizing and inaccurate. (6) Or we could combine a1l the lin-
guistic garbage together and use "she or he or it," which, abbreviated. would sound like
"sh...it."

I believe in the equal intelligence and value ofwomen, but not in the intelligence or

value of "political correctness," linguistic ugliness, grammatical inaccuracy, conceptual

confusion, or dehumanizing pronouns.
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at the same time, but a concept can. Suppose someone asks you whether you
think San Francisco or Boston is a more beautiful city. You understand the ques-

tion, and you answer it. Your mind compared (and therefore was present to) two
cities 3000 miles apart - at once! Your concepts did what your body cannot do.

Though your body is unimaginably tiny compared with the universe, your
concept of the universe is greater than the universe! For if you understood the
word "universe," your thought 'surrounded' the universe - the same universe
that surrounds your body. You did that by having a concept ofthe universe.

Concepts have at least five characteristics that material things do not have.

They are spiritual (or immaterial), abstract, universal, necessary and unchanging. 67.\--.,".- s

1. Concepts are spiritual (immaterial, non-material). Compare the con- ( )-t
cept of an apple with an apple. The apple has size, weight, mass, color, kinetic
energy, molecules, shape, and takes up space. The concept does not. It is "in"
your mind not your body. It is not in your brain, for your brain is part of your
body. It has no size, so it cannot fit there. (Ifyou say that it does have size, the
size of an apple, then you must say that your brain must get as big as an elephant
when you think of an elephant.) It has no weight, for when you stand on a scale
and suddenly think the concept "tree," you do not gain the slightest amount of
weight.

In contrast to the concept "apple," the word "apple" is just as physical as an
apple. It takes up space on the page, and it is made of molecules. The spoken
word also is made of molecules: wave-vibrations of sound of a certain size and
shape. But between these two material things - the apple and the word "apple"

there is the concept. That is the only reason why we can use the word "apple"
to mean the physical apple we eat. We use one physical thing (the word "apple")
as a symbol of another physical thing (the apple we eat), and that mental act, or
mental relation, that we set up, is not a third physical thing. It is a concept, and
its meaning is the real apple even though its being is not the being of an apple.
(It is not in space, has no moiecules, etc.) The concept's rueaning is "a physical
frurt that grows on apple trees, has red or green skin, etc.," but the concept's
being is not physical (material), but spiritual (immaterial).

Our having the concept ofan apple is dependent on our having a physical
body, ofcourse: it is dependent both on the eye, which perceives the apple, and
on the brain, which works whenever we have a concept. If we had never seen

an apple, we would never have a concept of one, and if we had no brain we
could not think the concept ofan apple. But the concept is notjust the physical
apple or the visible word or even the sense image, which is somewhere between
a physical and a spiritual thing. (We will see the difference between a concept
and a sense image more clearly in the next few paragraphs.) The sense image
is like a scouting report sent out by the intellect. The intellect is like a king who
stays in a soul-castle and sends out scouts (the senses) to report to him what's
going on in his kingdom. Or, to change the image, the intellect is like a para-
lytic in a wheelchair who directs a blind rnan where to push him. (In this image,
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J8 I THE FIRST ACT OF THE MIND: I-JNDERSTANDINC

the intellect is symbolized. paradoxically. by the physically sighted paralytic and

the senses by the blind pusher.) The two are interdependent.

When a thing is knorvn. it acquires a second exislence. a mental existence:

the thing becomes a thought. If familiarity did not dull us, we would find this

utterly remarkable, unparalleled in all the universe. No galaxy. no physical ener-

gy, no cell, no animai can do this: only a mind can give a thing a second life'

Every language speaks of the human min4 or intellect, as doing something

more than the (animal) senses do: as going "deeper" or "belor''v' the surface" or

"penetrating" what is sensed, like an X-ray; as going beyond appearances to

reality, beyond seeing to totderstancllng. (Thus the irony in a blind poet or "seer"

like Homer. John Milton. or Helen Keller "seeing" more than sighted people.)

Only because we distinguish between appearance and reality do we ask ques-

tions. There would be no philosophy and no science without this distinction.

2. Concepts are abstract. The English word "abstract" comes from the

Latin absu'aho, "to draw (traho) from (abb))" or "to drag out of." Our mind

extricates, or separates. something from something else. What is this something?

When we form a concept, we abstract one aspect of a concrete thing from

all its other aspects e.-q. the size of a florver (rvhen we measure it), or its color

(when we paint it). No one can physically or chemically scparate the size from

the color, or either one from the whole flower: but anyone can do it mentally.

We can abstract, or mentally separate, adjectives from nouns. Animals sim-

ply perceive "green-grass," but even the most primitive men nTentally distin-

guished the green from the grass: and this enabled them to imagine green skin,

or red grass, even though they had never seen it. And once they imagined these

things, they set about making them, e.g. by dying their skin green from the juice

of grasses, or painting pictures of red grass with dye made from beet juice.

(When he was two, my son made the thrilling discovery that he could make "pur-

ple doo-doo" by mixing up blue and reci Play-Doht in the shape of a hot dog.)

Technology and art both flow fiom this human power of abstraction.

The most important act of abstraction is the one by which we abstract the

essential from the accidental. By havin-q a concept we can focus on the essence

and abstract from the accidents. Some people are reluctant to do this. Their con-

versation is utterly concrete - and utterly boring. You want to scream at them,

"Come to the point!" These people have few friends, for to have friends you

must learn to abstract. i.e. sciect, set apart, or pick out. the things that interest

both them and you. Abstraction fosters friendship - a concrete payoffl

Abstractions have received bad press in the modern world. Too bad. The

next time you hear someone say "l'm a concrete" practical person, and I hate

abstractions," remind them that babies are very concrete - and uncivilized.

Abstract ideas do not move us as mltch as concrete things do. lnteilectuals,

who live with abstractions, are often practically ineffective dreamers and rarely

"movers and shakers" of men, because men will not usually live and die for

abstractions that move only our mind even stirring abstractions like "liberty,
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equality, fraternity" or "democracy" or "freedom" - but for concrete things that
move their loves, like their families or their buddies next to them in the trenches.

3. concepts are universal. Ask a child what he wants and he may answer,
"Everythingl" He has formed a universal concept. (Most concepts are only rel-
atively universal, not absolutely universal like "everything" or',something,' or
"being.")

E.g. "tree" is a universal concept because it is a concept ofnot only that one
tree in your yard, but ofall trees. "Beauty" is a universal concept, and when we
judge whether San Francisco or Boston is more beautiful, we judge both cities
by the universal concept "beauty" (or .,beautiful city,,).

The literal meaning of "universal" is .,one with respect to many,, (unum ver_
strs alia). This means that a concept, while remaining one - one essence, one
meaning nevertheless is true of many things, predicable (sayable) of many
things, applicable to many things. This oak and that oak and that maple are all
"trees." We can truly apply the concept ..tree,, to any and every possible and
actual tree that ever was, is, or will be.

The concept rrignifies something common to many different things. This
oak and that oak are different in size, and oaks and maples are different in shape
of leaves and taste olsap, but all are trees. A1l share the same common essence.
or essential nature. That is what we are seeking to know when we ask,'what js
that?"

only the concept gets at this one-in-many, this common essence in many
different things. It is not in sense perception that we see this universal. we per-
ceive only individual men and women, who are either tall or short" either old or
young, but "human being" is neither male nor female, neither tall nor short, nei-
ther old nor young. "Human nature" does not look male or female, tall or short,
old or young. It does not "look" at all; it "means." Appearances are particular; but
essences! or meanings, or the nafures of things, are universal. you camot touch
them or feel them; you can only understand them. They are known by concepts.

4. Relations between concepts are necessary. Every tree necessarily has
leaves; every triangle necessarily has three sides. A tree may or may not have
many leaves, but it must have leaves. A triangle has to have three sides; that is
dictated by its essence, which is grasped in the concept.

Thus we can be certai, of relations between concepts, as we cannot be cer-
tain of material things. we can be certain that a triangle will have lg0 degrees
in its three angles, but we cannot be certain how tall a tree will be.

5. concepts are unchanging. Two plus two can never become other than
four, but two bunnies plus two bunnies can become more than four bunnies. The
concept "blue" can never become not-blue, but the blue sky can become not-
blue. The nature of a thing, which is known by a concept, is unchanging; but
things, which are known by sense experience, are changing. Humans change;
essential human nature does not.

The most important of these characteristics of concepts for philosophy is
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their universality. "Universal" means "one-in-many," or "one-something-in-

many-diverse-somethings" ("uni-versa"), one nature or essence or form in many

dif'ferent concrete individuals. A single concept unifies many sense perceptions

under one idea. with our senses we perceive houses of different shapes, sizes,

andcolors,butwithourmindweunderstandthenatureofallofthemas
..house.,,Weseemanyindividualhousesandmanypartsofeachhouse-the

doors, roofs, windows, and porches - but we do not physically see the orre nature

of the house, the "houseness." lt is only the understanding mind that brings all

houses under the single concept "house." The concept makes what we see intel-

ligible. It brings order out ofchaos.

Withoutiqmetaphysicswouldbeimpossible.Metaphysicsisthemostfun-
damental branch of philosophy; it is the study of being, or reality as such; the

study of the laws or principles that are true universally of all being. The most

universal concept of all is "being." Everything is some kind of being' Thus

"being" is the most fundamental concept' Before we know more specifically

what i thing is, we know that it is a being. There is nothing outside being.

The coicept of being is implicit in every other concept' E'g' when we know

what a house ii, we know what a house is; we know its being, its essence, its

reality, its substance'

ihe concept of being is like the genie in the bottle: once the bottle is opened

it grows so large that it fills the whole sky'

This is crucial to logic as well as philosophy. For all of logic, really, is about

two words, two very a**on yet very profound little words: "is" and "there-

fore.,, ,,Is" is the tlrst word that relates two concepts to each other in a proposi-

tion (the subject and the predicate): "Man is mortal," or'A tomato is not a fruit'"
..Therefore,, is the word that relates two or more propositions (the premises and

the conclusion) in an argument: 'A1l men are mortal, therefore none are immor-

tal," or "Tomatoes are vegetables, and vegetables are not fruits, thereJbre toma'

toes are not fruits."

Section 2. Concepts, terms, and words (P)

Aconceptexistsonlyprivately,inanindividualmind;atermisinthepublic
domain. A term expresses objectively what is known subjectively in a concept;

a concept is a person's subjective knowledge of the meaning of a term'

Aword(orgroupofwordsformingaphrasethatislessthanacomplete
sentence) is the linguistic expression of a term. The difference between a term

and a word is the difference between what is common to a1l languages and what

is different in ditl'erent languages; for the same term, the same unit of meaning.

isexpressedindifferentwordsbydifferentlanguages.Languagesareman.
made.co.'ue.'tional,andchangeable.Termsarenot.Thatiswhyitispossibleto
translate between different languages: because the same stable term, or unit of


